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I. INTRODUCTION

Women in America have the freedom to choose to keep or terminate a pregnancy.1 They also have the freedom to choose to keep and raise their child or to place their child for adoption.2 In America these freedoms are not illusory. Women are not forced to carry their pregnancies to term. Nor are women forced to have abortions or place their children for adoption—or are they?

When a woman becomes pregnant as a result of rape, the rapist, absent legislation to the contrary, has the same parental rights as does any other father. This means that if a rape victim chooses to keep her child, she could be forced to raise her child with the man who raped her. Alternatively, if she places her child for adoption, she may need to give notice to the rapist and possibly obtain his consent. In both instances, the rapist is allowed to assert control over his victim’s life and the life of her child.

Rapists have even used their parental rights to coerce their victims to not file charges against them or testify against them during their rape trial. A victim of acquaintance rape in North Carolina became pregnant and carried her child to term.3 The man she accused of raping her threatened to assert his parental rights unless she agreed not to file charges against him.4 Another woman from North Carolina became pregnant as a result of rape and placed the baby for adoption.5 To complete the adoption, she needed the rapist to terminate his parental rights.6
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2. Women in America have the freedom to place their children for adoption. To finalize an adoption, women may be required to give notice to the birthfather and obtain his consent. See IRA MARK ELLMAN ET AL., FAMILY LAW: CASES, TEXT, PROBLEMS, 1318–19 (5th ed. 2010). In some circumstances, an adoption can be finalized without the consent of the birthfather. See In re J.J.J., 718 P.2d 948, 949–50 (Alaska 1986). For example, pursuant to some state laws, a birthfather’s consent is unnecessary if the birthfather has failed to provide for the care and support of the child as required by law or judicial decree. Id. at 950 n.1.
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The rapist, who was in custody awaiting trial, told her that he would terminate his parental rights only if she agreed not to testify against him.7

While many states have passed laws to streamline the abortion process for women who abort their rape-conceived children, most states have provided either no protection or inadequate protection to rape victims who carry their pregnancies to term.8 Even less protection is provided to women who keep their children instead of placing them for adoption. This lack of protection strips women of real choice. Women are forced to either have an abortion or risk having their rapist assert himself into their lives again. If a woman does carry her pregnancy to term, she is forced to place the child for adoption or risk having to raise her child with the man who raped her.

This Note discusses the difficult situation facing women who become pregnant as a result of rape and how the majority of states are either providing no protection or inadequate protection to such women. It also discusses possible solutions to this problem.

This Note proceeds as follows: Section II addresses parental rights in America; Section III, rape in the United States; Section IV, why legislation must be promulgated to address the problem of rapists having parental rights; and Section V examines existing legislation. In Section VI, possible legislation is proposed, and Section VII discusses potential problems with the proposed legislation. Section VIII concludes that the proposed legislation is necessary and provides needed protection to rape victims.

II. PARENTAL RIGHTS

To understand how a rapist with parental rights can have a profound impact both on his victim and the resulting child, it is important to understand what parental rights entail.

In the United States, the right to have and raise a family is a fundamental right grounded in the 14th Amendment.9 Because parental rights are fundamental, parents are not easily deprived of these rights. Rather, courts presume that parents have parental rights to their biological children.10 To overcome this presumption and deprive a parent of parental rights, there must be “grave and weighty reasons” for such deprivation.11

Parental rights allow for significant involvement in a child’s life. These rights include the right to custody of the child, visitation of the child, and notice and/or consent for adoption.
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Two types of custody exist: physical and legal. Physical custody is when a parent has the right and obligation to provide a physical home for the child and make day-to-day decisions concerning the child. Legal custody is when a parent has the right to make important decisions about a child’s welfare. For instance, when a parent has legal custody, he has a say in decisions such as where the child attends school or whether to proceed with certain medical treatments.

Custody can also be sole or joint. For instance, one parent can have sole physical custody, and the parents can then share legal custody. Parents can also have joint physical and legal custody. Joint custody has become more common over the years. Such custody necessarily entails significant contact and communication between parents. For example, parents may have to communicate with each other about the child’s health, the child’s progress in school, what activities the child is permitted to engage in, and the child’s whereabouts. Joint custody can even restrict either parent from relocating if the relocation puts the child too far away from one of the parents.

If a parent does not have physical custody, the parent normally has visitation rights. Visitation rights are strong. Absent exceptional circumstances, courts will not deny parents these rights. For instance, even if a father is found to have sexually abused his child, a court may refuse to terminate his visitation rights.

In addition to rights to custody and visitation, fathers normally must be provided notice if the mother wants to place the child for adoption and, under
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certain circumstances, must consent to the adoption. Notice and consent requirements vary by state. For example, in North Carolina, a mother must file special proceedings requesting the court determine whether consent of the biological father is necessary. If the mother files such proceedings, the biological father must be served with notice of the mother’s intent to place the child for adoption and must be allowed fifteen days after service to assert a claim that his consent is required. Thus, in North Carolina, a rapist father would be alerted that his victim was pregnant and planning on placing the child for adoption, and he would be given a chance to block the adoption.

A biological father’s rights to notice and consent for adoption can affect women who want to place their newborn child for adoption as well as women who have raised their child and want their spouse or significant other to adopt the child. For instance, a Nebraska woman was raped by her stepfather, conceived a child, carried the child to term, and raised the child. Eleven years after the rape, she wanted her fiancé to adopt the child. However, her stepfather would neither sign the papers terminating his parental rights nor consent to the adoption.

Parental rights can also play a role when one parent is seeking public assistance. For instance, under the current welfare system, a single mother will not receive welfare unless she agrees to cooperate with the state in locating the father and obtaining child support from him. If the rapist did not already know his victim became pregnant, the state’s actions will alert him that he is a father. This notice will allow him an opportunity to assert his parental rights.

Parental rights do not just extend to biological parents; they can also extend to grandparents. Grandparents may have rights to their grandchildren and can petition for visitation rights. Therefore, a rapist’s parents could also assert themselves into the life of the victim and her child.
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24. Do Rapists Have Parental Rights? KETV.COM (Feb. 20, 2007), http://www.ketv.com/r/11067350/detail.html. The attorney for the victim was quoted as saying, “[t]he courts have said, you don’t have to be a great parent to continue to be a parent.” Id. The attorney also made clear that courts take parental rights very seriously and that terminating these rights can be “a lengthy and expensive process.” Id.
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27. Daniel L. Hatcher, Child Support Harming Children: Subordinating the Best Interests of Children to the Fiscal Interests of the State, 42 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 1029, 1030–32 (2007). Hatcher explains that under the current welfare program, parents who have children and apply for benefits must cooperate with the state in establishing child support obligations against the absent parent. Id. He notes, “[p]oor mothers are forced to name absent fathers, and then sue them—and sue them again and again.” Id. at 1031. The government requires this in an attempt to recoup the cost of welfare from the father (or mother) who the government believes should have been providing financial support in the first place. Id. at 1032. Thus, to receive welfare, a rape victim would have to agree to cooperate with the state in its quest to find the father and obtain child support from him. See id.
29. See id.
In sum, parental rights give parents the right to a substantial role in their children’s lives. These rights are fundamental and courts will not readily terminate them. As such, a rapist who fathers a child, absent legislation to the contrary, has rights to the child. These rights can bind his victim to him until the child turns eighteen, if not for the entire life of the child.

III. RAPE IN THE UNITED STATES

To determine how to effectively address the problem of rapists having parental rights, it is important to understand rape in the United States. Overall, studies show that not only is rape prevalent and drastically underreported, but most rape victims are under eighteen, they are raped by someone they know, and they never see their attacker convicted. Further, while rates of some violent crimes have declined, rape rates have stayed constant since 1996. Additionally, pregnancies do result from rape, and some women keep their rape-conceived children.

The rate of rape varies among studies based on how rape is defined, what population is studied, and what methodology is used. According to the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), the most recent and methodologically rigorous studies show that approximately 27.5 percent of college women have been raped. A special report conducted by the National Institute of Justice (hereinafter “NIJ report”) found that one out of every six women has been raped at some time in her life, and in a single year, more than 300,000 women in the US were raped. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) reported that 10.6 percent of women have reported experiencing forced sex at some time in their lives.

Rape is underreported. Along with sexual assault, rape is the least likely of all violent crimes to be reported. The NIJ report found that only 19.1 percent of women raped since their eighteenth birthday reported the crime to the police. Additionally, the NIJ reported that rape notification rates differ based
upon whether or not the victim knew her attacker.\textsuperscript{38} A victim that knew her attacker was less likely to report the crime.\textsuperscript{39} Underreporting occurs for a variety of reasons. For instance, some women do not perceive themselves as victims of rape, for they may believe they cannot be raped by a boyfriend, husband, or stepfather.\textsuperscript{40} Also, victims—especially young victims—may be too frightened, embarrassed, or ashamed to report what happened.\textsuperscript{41}

Even if a rape is reported, most rape victims never see their attacker caught, tried, convicted, and imprisoned.\textsuperscript{42} Decades of rape scholarship discuss the difficulty of prosecuting and obtaining convictions in rape cases.\textsuperscript{43} The NIJ report found that of the rapes reported to the police, only 37 percent resulted in criminal prosecution of the rapist.\textsuperscript{44} Cases where the victim knew her attacker were less likely to be prosecuted, and even if they were prosecuted, it was more difficult to do so successfully.\textsuperscript{45} Of prosecuted rapists, 46.2 percent were convicted, and of those convicted, 76 percent were sent to jail.\textsuperscript{46} The NIJ report found that among all women who were raped since age eighteen, only 7.8 percent reported that the rapist was criminally prosecuted, 3.3 percent reported the rapist was convicted, and 2.2 percent reported the rapist was incarcerated.\textsuperscript{47} Thirteen percent of women who were raped after the age of eighteen said that they obtained a restraining order against the rapist, and 65.9 percent of those women said the rapist violated the order.\textsuperscript{48}

Minors are often victims of rape. The CDC reported that 60.4 percent of female victims were raped before the age of eighteen; 25.5 percent were raped before the age of twelve; and 34.9 percent were raped between the ages of 12–17.\textsuperscript{49} A 2005 survey found that 10.8 percent of girls from grades 9–12 were forced to have sexual intercourse at some time in their lives.\textsuperscript{50} The NIJ report determined that more than 50 percent of the females raped were raped before
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they were eighteen.\textsuperscript{51} Similar to the findings of the CDC, the NIJ report found that 21.6 percent of rape victims were first raped before the age of twelve; 32.4 percent were first raped between 12–17; and 29.4 percent were first raped between 18–24.\textsuperscript{52} Disturbingly, the findings of the NIJ report also suggest the risk of being raped as a child or adolescent has increased steadily for women over the past half century.\textsuperscript{53}

Victims often know their attackers.\textsuperscript{54} Stranger rapes account for no more than 10 percent or less of all rapes.\textsuperscript{55} Rather, the victim usually knows her attacker and may have ongoing social, familial, or sexual relations with him.\textsuperscript{56} The CDC reported that 30.4 percent of rapists are intimate partners with the victim, 23.7 percent are family members, and 20 percent are acquaintances.\textsuperscript{57} Statistics from the National Victim Center and Crime Victims Research and Treatment Center show that over 75 percent of rape victims were raped by someone they know.\textsuperscript{58} Of those raped by someone they know, 9 percent were raped by husbands or ex-husbands, 11 percent by fathers or step-fathers, 10 percent by boyfriends or ex-boyfriends, 16 percent by other relatives, and 29 percent by non-relative acquaintances.\textsuperscript{59}

Women do become pregnant as a result of rape. A 1992 study conducted by the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Medical University of South Carolina found that the national rape-related pregnancy rate is 5 percent per rape among victims of reproductive age (age 12–45).\textsuperscript{60} The study found that, among thirty-four cases of rape-related pregnancy, the majority of rape-related pregnancies occurred among adolescents and were caused by a perpetrator the victim knew.\textsuperscript{61} Only 11.7 percent of the victims received immediate medical attention after the rape, and 47.1 percent received no medical attention related to the rape.\textsuperscript{62} Of the women who became pregnant as a result of the rape, 32.2 percent opted to keep the child, 50 percent had an abortion, 5.9 percent placed the child for adoption, and 11.8 percent had a spontaneous abortion.\textsuperscript{63} The study also found that 32.4 percent of victims did not discover they were pregnant until
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they had entered their second trimester. The researchers concluded that "rape-related pregnancy occurs with significant frequency." It is estimated that there are about 25,000 rape-related pregnancies in the U.S. each year.

While there are no studies that report how many rapists have parental rights, women have spoken of the torment they are forced to endure as a result of sharing parental rights with the men who raped them. For instance, one woman relayed her story as follows:

"I was raped in [North Carolina] and the rapist won "[j]oint" custody. Torment does not come close to describe what I live .... [The courts] have not only tied and bound me to a rapist, but also the innocent child that was conceived by VIOLENCE! [The rapist's] violence has earned him even more control over my life."

In summary, rape is prevalent, rape is underreported, rape occurs often to minors, the majority of rape victims know their attackers, very few victims see their attacker tried, and even fewer see their attacker convicted. Moreover, women do become pregnant as a result of rape, carry their pregnancy to term, and keep and raise the child. To provide adequate protection to rape victims, all of these realities must be taken into account.

IV. LEGISLATION IS NECESSARY

Legislation that addresses the parental rights of rapists is necessary. Without legislation, rape victims are left unprotected and are stripped of real choice. Further, legislation is necessary because abortion does not solve the problem of rapists having parental rights.

A. Abortion Does Not Solve the Problem of Rapists Having Parental Rights

Women who become pregnant as a result of rape have two options: they can carry the pregnancy to term, or they can have an abortion. Opting for an abortion eliminates the possibility of the victim being forced to raise her child with the rapist or of the victim having to give the rapist notice and obtain his consent before placing the child for adoption. While abortion may seem to solve the problem of rapists having parental rights, it is not a feasible option for all rape victims.

Rape victims may face delays in obtaining an abortion; thus, their only
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option for an abortion may be a second trimester abortion. As discussed supra, many rape victims are under eighteen years old. Consequently, they are not always aware of the signs of pregnancy, or they may be embarrassed or ashamed about what happened and may not tell anyone about the rape until the pregnancy has progressed. A rape victim relayed the following story:

When she was sixteen she disobeyed her parents and went to a drive-in movie with a guy. He raped her. She thought it was not a “real” rape because he was not a stranger. Further, because she disobeyed her parents, she thought it was her fault. The rapist threatened her not to tell anyone. No one found out about the rape until she was six months along in her pregnancy.

Delays in obtaining an abortion also occur with older women. A woman may be conflicted about whether or not to have an abortion and may delay the procedure. Also, some rape victims may know early on they are pregnant but not know if the pregnancy is a result of the rape or other consensual sexual acts. Most paternity testing cannot be done until at least the tenth week of pregnancy. Even then, the testing must be approved by a doctor, and it carries the risk of miscarriage and can be expensive. Thus, by the time a woman learns who the baby’s father is, she may be in her second trimester.

While women do have second trimester abortions, there are challenges to obtaining them. Fewer doctors offer these procedures, they are substantially more expensive than first trimester abortions, they carry more medical risk, and they can be more physically and emotionally difficult for women because they often last two days. Given the challenges surrounding second trimester abortions, it is not surprising that Sandra Mahkorn, a doctor who has worked
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76. See Second-Trimester Abortion Overview, supra note 70 (noting that “[a]bortions after thirteen weeks are much harder to obtain, as there are fewer providers. After sixteen weeks, the number gets smaller still, and still smaller for providers after twenty weeks.”). See also Types of Abortion Procedures, AM. PREGNANCY ASS’N, http://www.americanpregnancy.org/unplannedpregnancy/abortionprocedures.html (last visited March 30, 2012) (explaining that during the first nine weeks of pregnancy women have the option of a medical abortion; after week nine, the only options are surgical abortions); Mahkorn, supra note 40, at 436 (noting that second trimester abortions are more psychologically traumatic).
extensively with rape victims, found that 25 percent of women chose to continue pregnancies that resulted from sexual assault because they were in denial about being pregnant or did not realize they were pregnant until after the first trimester.\textsuperscript{77}

In addition, abortion may not be a feasible option for rape victims because some victims are morally opposed to abortion and do not make an exception for rape-related pregnancy. Dr. Mahkorn found that 37.5 percent of women carried a pregnancy resulting from sexual assault to term because they viewed abortion as killing, immoral, or an act of violence.\textsuperscript{78}

It is understandable why women who are opposed to abortion would not make an exception for rape-related pregnancies. If these women view abortion as an act of violence or killing, why would the method of conception make a difference? A rape-conceived baby is independent of the act of violence that created it. Further, if a woman believes abortion is wrong and she has an abortion, she will likely suffer mental anguish as a result. Rape counselor Joan Kemp reported that, in her experience, women who terminated their rape-conceived pregnancies suffered the trauma of the abortion longer than the trauma of the rape.\textsuperscript{79} Consequently, she refers to the abortion of rape-related pregnancies the “second rape.”\textsuperscript{80}

Regardless of the reason, not all women who are raped have abortions. Dr. Mahkorn, in a study of thirty-seven women reporting to have become pregnant as a result of sexual assault, found that twenty-eight chose to continue their pregnancy.\textsuperscript{81} David Reardon, in a study of 164 pregnant rape victims, found that 73 percent chose to carry their pregnancies to term.\textsuperscript{82}

Abortion is not the answer to the problem of rapists having parental rights. If a woman does not have an abortion, she is at the mercy of the courts and the legislature to prevent the man who raped her from having parental rights over her child.

B. Lack of Legislation Strips Women of Real Choice

Because women are at the mercy of the courts and the legislature to protect them if they carry their rape-conceived pregnancies to term, one or both of these

\textsuperscript{77} Sandra Kathleen Mahkorn, Pregnancy and Sexual Assault, in THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ABORTION 53, 58 (David Mall & Walter F. Watts eds., 1979) [hereinafter PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ABORTION]. This study was comprised of 37 women reporting to have become pregnant as a result of sexual assault. \textit{id.}
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\textsuperscript{81} PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ABORTION, supra note 77, at 58.

\textsuperscript{82} VICTIMS AND VICTORS, supra note 71, at 14. David C. Reardon, the editor of this book and the conductor of the referenced study, is the founder and director of the Elliot institute (a pro-life institute), and he advocates in favor of legislating strict barriers to abortion. As such, his study may be slanted in favor of the pro-life movement. While there are very few studies that explore rape victims’ decisions about and views on abortion, Reardon’s findings are similar to those of Sandra Mahkorn. \textit{See PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ABORTION, supra note 77.}
branches need to provide some protection. Courts, however, are not likely to provide such protection.

Absent legislation to the contrary, rapist fathers have the same rights as any other fathers. Because parental rights are fundamental rights, courts are not likely to terminate these rights of their own discretion. Further, parental rights can be substantial. Some states have enacted a presumption for joint custody. Even if a father does not have joint physical or legal custody, he is almost certain to have visitation rights. Therefore, absent legislation, a rapist will most likely have parental rights, and these rights could entail significant involvement with the child and the rape victim.

Two cases provide excellent examples of the strength of parental rights and the need for legislation. In *S.J. v. L.T.*, substantial evidence supported that the victim was raped and a child was conceived as a result. However, the Alaska Supreme Court determined that “[i]nvoluntary termination of parental rights may not be accomplished absent some statutorily mandated procedure.” The court stressed that the areas where criminal law and family law overlap are best left to the legislature, and it urged the legislature provide courts with guidance on the issue of a rapist’s parental rights. In *Bobbitt v. Eizenga*, a man was convicted of attempted statutory rape that resulted in the birth of a child. A North Carolina statute denied the right to custody and visitation for persons convicted of first and second degree rape resulting in pregnancy and a child. Regardless, the court made clear that without legislation specific to attempted statutory rape, the court would not deny visitation.

Absent legislation, if a rape victim carries her pregnancy to term, the determination as to whether the rapist maintains his parental rights, as well as the extent of those rights, rests entirely within a judge’s discretion. Because parental rights are fundamental, a judge will likely allow the rapist to maintain all, or at least some, of his parental rights. Consequently, if a woman carries her pregnancy to term and keeps her child, she takes the real risk that she will have
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83. See Tracy, supra note 15, at 155.
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90. See N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 14-27.2(c) –14-27.3(c) (West 2010); N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 50-13.1(a) (West 2010).
91. *Bobbitt*, 715 S.E.2d at 616.
to raise her child with the man who raped her. If she opts for an adoption, she takes the risk that she will have to give notice to the rapist father and obtain his consent. Thus, the only sure way a victim can avoid the possibility of a rapist having parental rights is to have an abortion.

A pregnant rape victim, just like any other pregnant woman, should have the choice to carry her pregnancy to term or have an abortion. She should also have the choice to keep her child or place the child for adoption. For rape victims to have real choice, some form of protection must exist that will prevent a rapist from maintaining parental rights. Because courts do not provide this protection, legislation is necessary.

V. EXISTING LEGISLATION

Legislation is necessary to protect rape victims, but the question then becomes: What must legislation include so that it provides adequate protection to rape victims? To answer this question, it is helpful to explore existing legislation.

A. An Overview of Existing Legislation

Problems have emerged as a result of rapists having parental rights and have spurred some states to enact legislation to address this issue. For instance, Sam Ellis, a Republican representative of the 39th district of North Carolina, spearheaded legislation to prevent rapists from asserting parental rights. Ellis realized the need for such legislation after he heard the story of a woman who became pregnant as a result of rape and needed the consent of the birth father to place the child for adoption. The rapist, who was in custody awaiting trial for the rape, told his victim he would consent to the adoption if she agreed not to testify against him. In Maryland, a fourteen-year-old girl’s mother was hospitalized after attempting suicide. The mother told social workers that her daughter was conceived after she was repeatedly raped by her stepfather. After the mother’s suicide attempt, the state asked the juvenile judge to transfer custody of the girl to relatives, but the judge stated that under Maryland law the father’s “rights and wishes need to be considered in planning for this child.” This event sparked a push for legislation in Maryland to prevent rapists from asserting parental rights.

Thirty-one states have enacted some form of legislation to address the

93. Id.
94. Id.
95. Gadi Dechter, Rape Suspects’ Parental Rights Under Debate, BALT. SUN, Mar. 5, 2008, at 1A.
96. Id.
97. Id.
problem of rapists having parental rights. Unfortunately, the vast majority of this legislation fails to provide real protection to rape victims. The legislation can be divided into four categories: 1) legislation that limits a rapist’s parental rights as they relate to adoption, 2) legislation that limits a rapist’s parental rights to visitation, 3) legislation that limits a rapist’s parental rights to custody and visitation, and 4) legislation that terminates all of a rapist’s parental rights. Within these categories are two subcategories: 1) states that require the rapist be convicted of rape before the legislation has any effect and states that do not require a conviction, and 2) states that give courts discretion regarding the limitation of the parental rights of rapists and states that mandate the limitation of such rights.

i. Legislation that Limits a Rapist Father’s Rights Concerning Adoption

Twenty-six states have enacted legislation permitting courts to allow a rape victim to place her child for adoption without the consent of the father if the child was conceived as a result of rape. Of these states, twelve limit their legislation to adoption. In other words, in these twelve states, the rapist father need not be provided notice or give consent for the child to be placed for adoption. However, if a rape victim keeps her child, these states have absolutely no safeguards that will prevent a rapist father from asserting his other parental


100. See ALASKA STAT. § 25.23.180(c)(3); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 45(a)-717(g)(2)(G); IDAHO CODE ANN. § 16-2005(2)(a); 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 50/8; IND. CODE §31-19-9-8(4); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 59-2136(b)(1)(F); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 19-A § 1658; MO. ANN. STAT. § 211.447.5(5); MONT. CODE ANN. § 41-3-609(1)(c); NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 43-104.15; N.M. STAT. ANN. § 32A-5-19; N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 111-a; N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 14-27.2(c) -14-27.3(c); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3107.07(F); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 10A § 1-4-904(B)(11); ACT effective Jan. 1, 2012, ch. 438, 2011 Or. Laws; 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 2511(a)(7); S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 63-9-320(3); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 25-6-4(6A); TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 36-1-113(c), (g)(10); TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 161.007; UTAH CODE ANN. § 78B-6-111; VA. CODE ANN. § 63.2-1233(6); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 26.33.170(2)(b); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 48.415(9); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 1-22-110(a)(viii).

101. See ALASKA STAT. § 25.23.180(c)(3); 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 50/8(a)(5); IND. CODE §31-19-9-8(4); NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 43-104.15; N.M. STAT. ANN. § 32A-5-19; N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 111-a; OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3107.07(F); S.C. CODE ANN. § 63-9-320; UTAH CODE ANN. § 78B-6-111; VA. CODE ANN. § 63.2-1233(6); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 26.33.170(2)(b); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 1-22-110(a)(viii).
rights, such as custody and visitation. The remaining fourteen states either allow for the termination of other parental rights in addition to the parental rights surrounding adoption, or they allow for the termination of all of a rapists father’s parental rights, including the right to notice and consent for adoption. These states provide more comprehensive protection to rape victims.

Of the twenty-six states that address adoption, fourteen require the rapist be convicted of rape before a rape victim is permitted to place her child for adoption without meeting the states notification and consent requirements. This is problematic because, as discussed supra, only a very small portion of rapes result in a conviction. The remaining twelve states provide more protection because they do not require a conviction before the statutory protections are triggered.

For instance, Nebraska does not require that notice of adoption be given to a father “if the information provided in the biological mother’s affidavit . . . presents clear evidence that . . . the child . . . was the result of sexual assault.”

ii. Legislation that Limits a Rapist Father’s Rights to Visitation

Two states have enacted legislation that restricts a rapist fathers’ visitation rights. South Dakota allows courts to prohibit, revoke, or restrict visitation rights for any person who has caused a child to be conceived as a result of rape. Louisiana mandates if a child is conceived as a result of felony rape, the parent who committed the rape must be denied visitation with the child.


105. See supra Section II.
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statutes provide insufficient protection, however, because both leave open the possibility that a rapist father could obtain custody of the rape-conceived child.

iii. Legislation that Limits a Rapist Father’s Rights to Visitation and Custody

Four states limit a rapist father’s rights to both visitation and custody. California and Michigan mandate that courts not award custody or visitation to a parent convicted of rape if the child is a result of the rape.\(^ {110} \) Nevada and New Jersey mandate that the court not award custody or visitation to a parent convicted of sexual assault when the child is a result of said assault unless it is in the best interest of the child.\(^ {111} \) While these statutes provide more comprehensive protection to a rape victim, they only provide protection when the rapist is convicted. Also, these statutes do not free a woman from notice and consent requirements if she places the child for adoption.

iv. Legislation that Terminates All of a Rapist Father’s Parental Rights—Conviction Required

Eight states allow for the termination of all parental rights if the rapist father has been convicted of rape or sexual assault.\(^ {112} \) Only two of these states require a court to terminate a rapist father’s parental rights.\(^ {113} \)

Connecticut, Missouri, Montana, Oregon, Tennessee, and Texas give courts the discretion to terminate all parental rights if the child resulted from sexual assault or forcible rape and the father has been convicted of such an offense.\(^ {114} \) These statutes allow for termination of a rapist father’s right to notice and consent for adoption, visitation, and custody, and so provide more protection for rape victims. These protections, however, are not activated unless the rapist father has been convicted of the rape in question.\(^ {115} \) Again, this is problematic because most rapes do not result in a conviction. Moreover, even if a father is

\(^ {110} \) CAL. FAM. CODE § 3030(b) (West 2004); MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. §§ 722.25(2), 722.27(a)(4) (West 2011). In Michigan, visitation is referred to as “parenting time.” See id.

\(^ {111} \) NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 125C.210 (LexisNexis 2011) (prohibiting custody or visitation unless the natural mother consents or it is in the best interest of the child); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 9:2-4.1(a) (West 2002) (prohibiting custody or visitation except upon a showing by clear and convincing evidence that it is in the best interest of the child for custody or visitation rights to be awarded).


\(^ {113} \) See ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 19-A § 1658; N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 14-27.2(c) –14-27.3(c); N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 50-13.1(a) (West 2010).

\(^ {114} \) See CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 45(a)-717(g)(2)(G); MO. ANN. STAT. § 211.447.5(5); MONT. CODE ANN. § 41-3-609(1)(c); Act effective Jan. 1, 2012, ch. 438, 2011 Or. Laws; TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 36-1-113(c), (g)(10); TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 161.007.

\(^ {115} \) Missouri requires a conviction or a guilty plea. MO. ANN. STAT. § 211.447.5(5). This may provide more protection to rape victims. However, to obtain a guilty plea, a victim has to report the rape, which many victims do not do. See supra Section III.
convicted of rape, the court still has the discretion to decide whether or not to terminate his parental rights.

Maine provides stronger protection for rape victims because its statute mandates a court terminate all parental rights if a father is convicted of rape and the conviction involves sexual intercourse that results in conception.\(^{116}\) Similarly, in North Carolina, more protection is provided to rape victims because under the North Carolina statutes a father convicted of rape has no rights to custody, visitation, or adoption when a child is conceived by his rape.\(^ {117}\) In these two states, judges’ discretion is curtailed, giving the rape victim more certain protection. However, Maine and North Carolina, like the aforementioned states, require a conviction for rape victims to be protected by their statutes.

v. Legislation that Terminates a Rapist Father’s Parental Rights—Conviction Not Required

Five states do not require a conviction for judges to terminate all of a rapist father’s parental rights.\(^ {118}\) Pennsylvania gives courts the discretion to terminate all parental rights “if the parent is the father of a child conceived as a result of rape or incest.”\(^ {119}\) In Wisconsin, parenthood as a result of sexual assault is grounds for termination of parental rights.\(^ {120}\) Such parenthood can be proven by a conviction or by evidence produced at a fact-finding hearing.\(^ {121}\) Also, in Wisconsin, a mother does not have to provide a father with notice that she is attempting to terminate his parental rights if the child is a result of sexual assault.\(^ {122}\) In both Idaho and Oklahoma, courts can terminate parental rights based on a finding that the child was born as a result of rape.\(^ {123}\) In Kansas, courts may order that parental rights be terminated if “the birth of the child was the result of the rape of the mother.”\(^ {124}\)

\(^{116}\) ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 19-A § 1658. Under the Maine statute, “if petitioner proves the allegations . . . by a preponderance of the evidence, the court shall terminate the parental rights and responsibilities of the parent.” Id. Exceptions do exist permitting the court to not terminate a rapist father’s parental rights. See id. These exceptions include if the woman tells the court that even though the father was convicted, the act was consensual, or the woman opposes the termination of such rights. See id.

\(^{117}\) See N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 14-27.2(c) –14-27.3(c) (stating: “[u]pon conviction, a person convicted under this section has no rights to custody of or rights of inheritance from any child born as a result of the commission of the rape, nor shall the person have any rights related to the child under Chapter 48, or Subchapter 1 of Chapter 7B of the General Statutes.”); N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 50-13.1(a) (stating “[a]ny person whose actions resulted in a conviction under G.S. 14-27.2 or G.S. 14-27.3 and the conception of the minor child may not claim the right to custody of that minor child. Unless, a contrary intent is clear, the word “custody” shall be deemed to include custody or visitation or both”).


\(^{119}\) 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 2511(a)(7).

\(^{120}\) WIS. STAT. ANN. § 48.415(9).

\(^{121}\) Id.

\(^{122}\) WIS. STAT. ANN. § 48.42(2m).

\(^{123}\) IDAHO CODE ANN. § 16-2005(2)(a); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 10A § 1-4-904(B)(11).

\(^{124}\) KAN. STAT. ANN. § 59-2136(h)(1)(F).
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In the majority of the above states, the burden of proof in cases involving the termination of parental rights is typically clear and convincing evidence, although the statutes do not specify this standard.125 Kansas, however, does specify that the burden of proof is clear and convincing evidence.126

These statutes provide the most comprehensive protection to rape victims. However, none of these states require the termination of the parental rights of rapist fathers even if there is clear and convincing evidence that the child is the result of a rape perpetrated by the father. Moreover, none of these states mandate the termination of parental rights even if the father was convicted of rape and the child resulted from the rape.

B. Shortcomings of Existing Legislation

While it is commendable that some states have enacted statutes attempting to limit the rights of rapist fathers, most of the current statutes fall short of providing real protection to rape victims.

i. Statutes that Address Adoption

The statutes that only address adoption are far from sufficient, as they do not provide any protection to rape victims who keep their babies.127 In states that have such statutes, if a rape victim keeps her baby, the rapist father has parental rights just like any other father. It seems strange that some states recognize that rape victims need protection from rapist fathers asserting parental rights yet only provide protection for women who place their children for adoption. These states are possibly operating under the misconception that women either abort their rape-conceived pregnancies or place their children for adoption. However, studies have shown that more women raise their rape-conceived children than place them for adoption. For instance, one study found that in 32.2 percent of the cases, the woman kept the child, and in only 5.9 percent of the cases did the woman place the child for adoption.128 Another study found that in 26 percent of the cases, the woman had an abortion; of the 73 percent that carried their pregnancy to term, only 36 percent placed the child for adoption while the remaining 64 percent raised their child.129

125. See IDAHO CODE ANN. § 16-2005(2)(a) (Statutory Notes on Standard of Proof); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 10A § 1-4-904(B)(11) (Notes of Decs. on Burden of Proof); 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 2511 (Notes of Decs. on Clear and Convincing Evidence); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 48.42 (Notes of Decs. on Presumptions and Burden of Proof).
128. Holmes et al., supra note 60, at 320.
129. VICTIMS AND VICTORS, supra note 71, at 19.
ii. Statutes that Address Visitation and Custody
Statutes that allow courts to terminate only a rapist’s right to visitation do little to protect a woman who becomes pregnant as a result of rape. Under these statutes, a rapist father can still have legal and/or physical custody. Also, statutes that address only visitation and custody leave open the possibility that if a child is placed for adoption, a rapist father may have to be notified of the adoption and may have to consent to it.

iii. Statutes that Require a Conviction
Statutes that require a conviction before empowering courts to restrict or terminate a rapist’s parental rights do not provide real protection to rape victims. Of the thirty-one states that have enacted statutes to limit the parental rights of rapists, eighteen require the rapist be convicted before a victim receives statutory protection. Of those eighteen, six require a conviction just to terminate a rapist father’s rights to notice and consent for adoption. The remaining twelve states require a conviction to limit a rapist father’s right to visitation and custody or to terminate all of the rapist father’s parental rights.

As discussed supra in Section III, the majority of rape victims never see their attacker convicted. Most rapes are not reported, and of the few that are, only a small percentage are prosecuted; of those prosecuted, less than half result in a conviction. Thus, for the majority of rape victims, statutes that require a conviction provide absolutely no protection.

Even if a rape victim reports the rape, these statutes still do not provide adequate protection. Ultimately, it is the prosecutor who decides to prosecute the rapist, not the rape victim. As such, a rape victim has little to no control over whether her attacker is tried and convicted. The prosecutor also decides whether to offer and accept a plea bargain on the rape charges. If a rapist pleads guilty to
a lesser offense and avoids a conviction, a rape victim will be provided no protection even though she reported the crime and charges were brought against her attacker.

Further, in states where a rapist’s parental rights are not restricted unless he is convicted of rape, a rape victim will not know until the rapist is actually convicted if she will receive statutory protection. This is problematic because trials can be lengthy.\textsuperscript{136} During the course of a trial, a rape victim will likely have to make a decision to carry the pregnancy to term, place the child for adoption, or keep the child, all the while not knowing if she will be afforded statutory protection. If she chooses to place the child for adoption while the trial is in progress, because the rapist father has not yet been convicted, he will be able to exercise his right to notice and consent for adoption. This means he could successfully block an adoption even while standing trial.

Even if a rapist is convicted, there is always the possibility that the conviction will be overturned on appeal. Appeals can take years. Thus, a woman will not know until the final appeal whether the statute will protect her.

iv. Statutes that Do Not Require a Conviction

Statutes that allow courts to terminate the parental rights of rapists, even when the accused has not been convicted of rape, provide more protection to rape victims. However, there are only five states that have such statutes, and even these are flawed.\textsuperscript{137}

None of the five statutes require a court terminate a rapist’s parental rights, even after a woman has met the burden of proving by clear and convincing evidence that she was raped and a child resulted.\textsuperscript{138} Rather, judges have discretion whether or not to terminate these rights. This is problematic because judicial discretion can result in a great deal of uncertainty. This uncertainty prevents rape victims from knowing if they will receive statutory protection and may prevent them from being able to freely choose to keep and raise their rape-conceived children.

Moreover, none of these states require that a judge terminate a father’s parental rights, even if the father has been convicted of rape and the child results from this crime.\textsuperscript{139} While it may seem that a judge would deny parental rights to

\textsuperscript{136} See Brian J. Ostrom & Roger A. Hanson, NAT’L INST. OF JUSTICE, Efficiency, Timeliness and Quality: A New Perspective From Nine State Criminal Trial Courts (2000), http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/181942.pdf. Timeliness of trials has long been an issue. The National Institute of Justice, the National Center for State Courts, and the American Prosecutors Research Institute conducted a study of nine state criminal trial systems. Id. at 1. Pursuant to American Bar Association standards, courts should dispose of 98 percent of their cases in 180 days from the date of arrest. Id. at 5. This study modified that standard calling for 98 percent of all felonies to be resolved within 180 days of indictment. Id. None of the courts in the study met this standard. Id.


\textsuperscript{138} See IDAHO CODE ANN. § 16-2005(2)(a); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 59-2136(h)(1)(F); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 10A § 1-4-904(B)(11); 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 2511; WIS. STAT. ANN. § 48.415(9).

\textsuperscript{139} See IDAHO CODE ANN. § 16-2005(2)(a); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 59-2136(h)(1)(F); OKLA. STAT. ANN.
a convicted rapist who fathered a child as a result of his crime, this is not so, as illustrated by a disturbing case in Pennsylvania. 140  In 2009, a Pennsylvania couple became foster parents of a three-year-old child when his mother became too overwhelmed to care for him. 141  The child was conceived through rape. 142  At three years old he was still in diapers and not speaking. 143  Two years later, after living with the foster parents, he was potty-trained, talking, and attending school. 144  The foster parents decided to adopt him. 145  However, the boy’s biological father (and the mother’s rapist) asserted his parental rights and blocked the adoption. 146  Even though the father was currently on trial for his fifth Megan’s Law violation and living in the basement of someone’s home, the judge granted him custody. 147  The little boy regressed, and at five years old he was back to wearing diapers. 148  As a result of this case, a bill was introduced in Pennsylvania that would require a judge to not award custody, partial custody, or visitation to a father of a child conceived through rape. 149

Not only do these statutes provide too little protection to rape victims, but because they apply to all rape, including statutory rape, they also carry the potential of stripping legitimate fathers of their parental rights. 150  Statutory rape, as opposed to first and second degree rape, does not require the use of force or a victim’s lack of consent. 151  A conviction of statutory rape is not necessarily

---
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149. H.B. 1395, 2011-2012 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 2011) (stating,"[c]onsideration of criminal conviction. (b.1) Rape or incest. – No court shall award custody, partial custody, or visitation to a parent who is the father of a child conceived as a result of rape or incest").
151. In North Carolina, for example, a defendant is guilty of first or second degree rape if he has intercourse with another person “by force and against the will of the other person.” N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 14-27.2–14-27.3 (West 2010). In contrast, a defendant is guilty of statutory rape if he engages in intercourse or a sexual act with a person who is thirteen, fourteen, or fifteen, and the defendant is at least six years older than the person. § 14-27.7A. Statutory rape does not require the use of force or the non-consent of the victim. See id. If force is used, the criminal act is first or second degree rape, not statutory rape. See §§ 14-27.2–14-27.3. However, in North Carolina, first degree rape does include intercourse with a victim under the age of 13 if the perpetrator is at least 12 years old and at least four years older than the victim. § 14-27.2. Second degree rape includes intercourse with a mentally disabled or physically helpless person when the perpetrator knows should know such person is disabled. § 14-27.3. While these acts may not involve force, they likely involve more than a simple mistake about the victim’s age and probably are evidence of some depravity on the part of the defendant.
evidence that an individual is violent or dangerous. Rather, a perpetrator could simply have been mistaken about the age of his sexual partner, or his partner may have been too young to legally consent. Not only may such a father deserve parental rights, but it may be in the child’s best interest for him to maintain his parental rights.

The question remains: What is required of legislation so that it provides real protection to rape victims? Moreover, what is required of legislation so that it protects rape victims while not stripping legitimate fathers of their parental rights?

VI. PROPOSED LEGISLATION

For legislation to provide real protection to rape victims, the legislation must take into account the realities of rape. Specifically, legislation must recognize that rape is underreported, that rapists are rarely tried for their crimes, and that even more rarely are rapists convicted. Legislation must also take into account the realities of parental rights—parental rights are strong, they are not likely to be denied absent legislation, and any parental rights will allow the rapist to assert some level of control over his victim. Further, legislation must take into account the realities of the family law system. Family law judges have significant discretion, and if they are allowed to exercise this discretion, rape victims may not be afforded consistent and dependable protection.

Taking into account these realities, the following are clear: 1) legislation must not require a conviction before it provides protection; 2) if there is a conviction, it should weigh heavily in favor of the rape victim; 3) legislation must completely terminate all parental rights; 4) legislation must cabin judicial discretion; and 5) legislation must properly balance protection of rape victims with protection of the parental rights of non-rapist fathers.

In order to provide comprehensive protection to rape victims while not stripping legitimate fathers of their parental rights, legislation should separately address cases where the rapist has been convicted and those where he has not.152

A. Proposed Legislation—Conviction

When a father has been convicted of rape, legislation could take the following form:

The court shall terminate all of the parental rights and responsibilities of the parent if the parent was convicted of raping the petitioner, the rape was in the first or second degree, and the petitioner proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the rape resulted in the conception of the child.153

152. Currently, states that have legislation do not divide the legislation into two segments—one to address when a rapist is convicted and one to address when he is not convicted. Convictions are reliable evidence that the accused committed the crime; thus, cases where a rapist has been convicted should be treated differently than those where he has not been convicted. When statutes do not split these up, it is harder to provide effective protection to both the victim and the accused.

153. This proposed legislation is based on existing legislation in Maine. See ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit.19-A §1658 (1997). However, pursuant to the legislation in Maine, a court must terminate the
This proposed legislation protects rape victims because it recognizes that a conviction is reliable evidence that the accused did commit the crime and, as such, lessens a rape victim’s burden of proof. Here, a rape victim’s burden is a preponderance of the evidence. To meet this burden, a rape victim only has to prove that it is more likely than not that the rape resulted in the conception of the child. The proposed legislation also protects rape victims because it terminates all of the parental rights of the rapist father, and it cabins the discretion of judges by requiring them to terminate such rights once the mother has met her burden.

In addition to protecting rape victims, the proposed legislation protects the rights of accused fathers. Under this legislation, a father’s rights are not automatically terminated even if he is convicted of rape. Rather, the legislation requires that the father be convicted of raping the victim and the victim prove the child was a result of this criminal act, as opposed to some other consensual act. Furthermore, the proposed legislation protects the rights of the accused because it is limited to a conviction for first or second degree rape.

B. Proposed Legislation—No Conviction

When a father has not been convicted of rape, legislation could take the following form:

The court shall terminate all of the parental rights and responsibilities of the parent if the petitioner proves by clear and convincing evidence that the parent raped the petitioner, such rape was in the first or second degree, and the child was conceived as a result of that act.

Such legislation provides meaningful protection to a rape victim. First, it does not require a conviction. Rather, it allows the victim to prove by clear and convincing evidence that the rape occurred and the child was a result of that rape. “Clear and convincing evidence” has been defined as “testimony that is so clear, direct, weighty, and convincing as to enable the trier of fact to come to a clear conviction, without hesitance, of the truth of the precise facts in issue.”

154. See OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 10A § 1-4-904(B)(11). Under this statute, if a man is convicted of rape, the judge can terminate all of his parental rights. OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 10A § 1-4-904(B)(8)(b). However, this statute does not require that the man be convicted of raping the petitioner or that the child be a result of the rape. Id.

155. This proposed legislation is similar to legislation that was proposed in Maryland. See H.D. 648, 2007 Leg., 423rd Sess. (Md. 2007). Such legislation could also provide for a procedural mechanism by which the petitioner could prove her case, such as through a fact-finding hearing.

156. In re A.R.M.F., 837 A.2d 1231, 1234 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2003). While rape can be hard to prove and, without a conviction, there may be little evidence for the victim to use, judges will be able to
While “clear and convincing evidence” is a significant burden to meet, it is not as difficult as the burden of “beyond a reasonable doubt,” which is required for a criminal conviction. Further, allowing the victim to prove her case by clear and convincing evidence gives the victim greater control. Even if a prosecutor chooses not to prosecute the case or agrees to a plea, under the proposed legislation the victim can still prove to a family court judge that she was raped and the child resulted from such rape.

Second, the proposed legislation terminates all parental rights and cabins the discretion of judges by mandating that a father’s parental rights be terminated if the judge finds by clear and convincing evidence that the father raped the mother and the child resulted from the rape. This protects a rape victim by providing her with certainty that once she meets her burden, she will be afforded comprehensive protection.

Third, the proposed legislation protects the accused. Clear and convincing evidence is a substantial burden. While it is not as onerous as proving a case beyond a reasonable doubt, the “beyond a reasonable doubt” burden is reserved for criminal trials where an accused faces incarceration and a criminal record. Losing parental rights is significant, but it is not as severe as losing one’s physical liberty through incarceration or having a permanent criminal record. Additionally, the proposed legislation protects the rights of the accused because it is limited to first or second degree rape, most notably excluding statutory rape.

It should be noted that the proposed legislation should set forth, possibly in a comment, that if a rapist is acquitted of criminal charges or agrees to a plea, the victim is not foreclosed from proving by clear and convincing evidence that the rape occurred and the child resulted. Just because a father is not convicted or accepts a plea does not mean he did not rape the mother. Rather, it could simply mean that the state did not meet the burden necessary to convict him of a crime. The state bears an onerous burden for criminal convictions, and the failure to meet this burden is not always indicative of innocence.

VII. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH PROPOSED LEGISLATION

There are two main objections the proposed legislation may face: 1) rapists asserting parental rights over their rape-conceived children is not a great enough problem to warrant such legislation, and 2) the legislation does not protect the rights of the accused. In Maryland, legislation similar to the legislation proffered in this note was proposed and did not pass. Both of the above objections were raised in conjunction with the non-passage of the Maryland bill.

consider the totality of the circumstances, including the credibility of the accused and the victim, the likelihood of their stories, and other factors like the age of the victim. See id. at 1241 (explaining that “[i]t is well established that a court must examine the individual circumstances of each and every case and consider all explanations offered by the parent to determine if the evidence in light of the totality of the circumstances clearly warrants termination”).


158. See Dechter, supra note 95.
A. Rapists Asserting Parental Rights is Not That Big of a Problem

A concern surrounding the Maryland bill was the idea that rape victims do not often keep their rape-conceived children and, thus, rapists asserting parental rights is not a problem that warrants legislation.\footnote{159 See \textit{id}. At the bill’s hearing a public defender asked advocates how many cases have recently occurred in Maryland that are similar to the case of the 27-year-old mother becoming unfit to care for her child and the courts turning to the alleged rapist father. \textit{Id.} An advocate of the bill said she did not know but said that about 5 percent of rapes result in pregnancy, half of those are aborted, and of those carried to term, 6 percent are placed for adoption. \textit{Id.}}

Because of the vast underreporting of rape, it is uncertain how many pregnancies result from rape.\footnote{160 See supra Section III.} However, it has been estimated that there are about 25,000 rape-related pregnancies a year.\footnote{161 Stewart & Trussell, supra note 30.} Because women do become pregnant as a result of rape and do keep their rape-conceived children, it is possible that a rapist could assert and maintain his parental rights.\footnote{162 See supra Section III.} No studies have determined how many rapists actually have parental rights over their rape-conceived children. Nonetheless, a rapist should never have parental rights over a child conceived by his criminal act. That a lack of proper legislation allows this to happen at all shows the necessity of having legislation in place.

Moreover, in the absence of effective legislation, it is unknown how many women have an abortion because they believe an abortion is the only sure way to protect themselves from sharing parental rights with the man who raped them. Thus, regardless of how many rapists assert and maintain parental rights, legislation must exist to protect women’s freedom of choice.

B. Lack of Protection for the Accused

The proposed legislation may also face the objection that it could allow an innocent father to lose his parental rights. This objection will be easier to overcome for the proposed legislation that requires a conviction. However, even the proposed legislation that does not require a conviction has safeguards to prevent an innocent father from losing his parental rights.

i. Legislation Requiring a Conviction

Convictions for rape are difficult to obtain and constitute reliable evidence that the accused committed the crime.\footnote{163 The Maryland bill did not differentiate between a convicted rapist and an accused rapist. \textit{See} Md. H.D. 648. If it did make such a distinction, then at least part of the legislation may have passed because a conviction would ease the fear that an innocent father could lose his parental rights. \textit{See} Dechter, supra note 95.} It is shocking that only thirteen states have legislation that allows for the termination of all of a convicted rapist’s parental rights.\footnote{164 Once a rapist has been convicted, these statutes allow for the termination of all of his parental rights: \textit{Conn. Gen. Stat. § 45(a)-717(g)(2)(G) (West 2004)}; \textit{Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 19-A § 1658 (1997)}; \textit{Mo. Ann. Stat. § 211.447.5(5) (West 2011)}; \textit{Mont. Code Ann. § 41-3-609(1)(c) (2011)}; \textit{N.C. Gen. Stat. Ann. §§ 14-27.2–14-27.3 (West 2010)}; \textit{Or. Rev. Stat. § 419B.502 (2011), amended by Act effective Jan. 1,}}
that women do not keep their rape-conceived children as opposed to an objection to the termination of a convicted rapist’s parental rights.

In addition to requiring a conviction, this portion of the proposed legislation mandates that a judge terminate a rapist father’s parental rights once the victim meets her burden. Of the states with legislation that allows for the termination of the parental rights of convicted rapists, only two states require judges terminate such rights.\textsuperscript{165} It is not clear why more states do not cabin the discretion of judges and require them to terminate the parental rights of convicted rapists. It is possible that some states do not mandate the termination of a convicted rapist’s parental rights because their legislation is not limited to convicted rapists.\textsuperscript{166} It may be more uncertain, therefore, whether or not the accused committed the crime and so it may be beneficial for judges to exercise some discretion. Other states that limit their legislation to convicted rapists may not mandate the termination of parental rights because their legislation encompasses both forcible and non-forcible rape.\textsuperscript{167} If these states mandated the termination of the parental rights of convicted rapists, a father convicted of statutory rape would lose his parental rights. Since the proposed legislation requires a conviction and is limited to first and second degree rape, these risks are alleviated.

If states are still hesitant to pass such legislation, the legislation could provide exceptions so that, if it was in the best interest of the child to visit the father, the court could allow visitation rights. For instance, in legislation proposed in Maryland, if good cause for custody or visitation is shown by clear and convincing evidence, the court can order such custody or visitation.\textsuperscript{168} However, any exception like this carries the risk that a rape victim will have to raise her child with the man who raped her.

\textbf{ii. Legislation Not Requiring a Conviction}

The proposed legislation not requiring a conviction may face objections that it does not protect the rights of the accused. For example, an objection may be that a man can be accused of rape and acquitted, yet a judge can still terminate his parental rights if the judge finds by clear and convincing evidence that the rape occurred and a child resulted. This was an issue surrounding the non-

\begin{footnotesize}
\item[165] See ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 19-A § 1658; N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 14-27.2–14-27.3.
\item[166] See IDAHO CODE ANN. § 16-2005(2)(a); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 59-2136(b)(1)(F) (2005); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 10A § 1-4-904(B)(11) (West 2009); 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 2511(a)(7) (West 2010); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 48.415(9)(b) (West 2009).
\item[167] See CONN. GEN. STAT. § 45(a)-717(g)(2)(G); MO. ANN. STAT. § 211.447.5(5); MONT. CODE ANN. § 41-3-609(1)(c); Act effective Jan. 1, 2012, ch. 438, 2011 Or. Laws.; TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 161.007.
\item[168] Md. H.D. 648.
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passage of the Maryland bill. However, as discussed supra in Section VI. B., the burden of proof in a criminal trial is onerous because the resulting penalty is severe. If a person is acquitted in a criminal trial, he is not unquestionably innocent. Therefore, just because the accused is acquitted of criminal charges does not mean that he should automatically receive parental rights, especially when evidence exists that he did commit rape and a child was conceived as a result.

Another objection may be that the proposed legislation could allow a woman to fabricate a claim that she was raped, resulting in the termination of an innocent father’s rights. While this is a legitimate concern, two considerations should ease this fear.

First, and most importantly, a woman has to prove by clear and convincing evidence that she was raped and the child is a result of that rape. This is a heavy burden to bear. Rape is notoriously hard to prove, and because many women do not even report the rape, they may have little evidence available to meet their burden. Nonetheless, this burden exists to protect the accused.

Second, under the proposed legislation, women have a disincentive to have a father’s parental rights terminated because if these rights are terminated, the father is not required to pay child support. Raising a child is expensive and is an especially large burden for a single parent. While a woman may not want a

169. See Dechter, supra note 95.
170. See supra Section VI.B.
171. See Lisa Rein, Comments on Rape Law Elicit Outrage, WASH. POST, Apr. 6, 2007, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/04/05/AR2007040502278.html. At a hearing on Maryland House Bill 648 the chairman of the House Judiciary Committee recalled the words of a 17th century English jurist who instructed juries to be suspicious of women’s claims of rape. Id. He further suggested that women could abuse the law by saying they were raped when they were not. Id.
172. See supra Section III.
173. While this burden is substantial and does protect the accused, it should not be an impossible burden for a rape victim to meet. Even if a rapist is not convicted, a rape victim may still have some evidence available, including evidence resulting from whether she reported the rape, whether she told doctors, nurses, social workers, or family members that she was raped, whether she received medical treatment after the attack, and whether her testimony and depiction of events seems credible.
174. In New Jersey, even if a father is denied custody and visitation, the father’s other parental rights are not automatically terminated and the father may still have support obligations. N.J. STAT. ANN. § 9:2-4.3(c) (West 2002). Also, under the proposed Maryland bill, if the court excludes the man as father of the child, the court still may order the man to pay child support. H.D. 648, 2007 Leg., 423rd Sess. (Md. 2007). The legislation proposed in this note does not include such provisions. If a woman knows that she will not receive child support if she succeeds in terminating the rights of the father, she has a disincentive to go forward with fabricated claims. As such, the lack of child support is another safeguard for the accused. Also, the receipt of child support from a rapist is a continual tie between a rapist and his victim. Victims struggle to recover when their rapist continues to be part of their lives. See Prewitt, supra note 8. While rape victims in need of money to support their rape-conceived children should receive it, it is questionable whether this money should come from the rapist in the form of child support.
175. Mark Lino, U.S. DEP’T OF AGRIC., EXPENDITURES ON CHILDREN BY FAMILIES, 2009, 32 (2010) (finding that single parent homes with before-tax incomes of $56,670 or less spend an average of $25,130 annually on a child and single parent homes with before-tax incomes of $56,670 or more spend an average of $102,830 annually on a child).
man to be part of her child’s life, she will likely want and need his financial support. However, if a father does not have the money to pay child support, the woman does not need it, or she just wants the father out of her life so badly that she does not care if she receives child support, then she might have incentive to falsely accuse the father of rape in the hopes of terminating his parental rights. Even if a woman brings false allegations, she still has to meet her burden of clear and convincing evidence, which should prevent her from succeeding on a fabricated claim.

While the proposed legislation contains safeguards to protect legitimate fathers, there is always the possibility that an innocent father could lose his parental rights. Given the burden that women must meet, such an occurrence will likely be rare. Further, there are some instances where an injustice to one must be risked because an injustice to another is greater.

Women are in a unique position when it comes to pregnancy, childbirth, and child rearing. In these areas, laws should be, and typically are, promulgated to take the unique circumstances of women into account, even if it means giving rights to women that are denied to men. For instance, a woman can have an abortion without the consent of the biological father, even if he is her husband. In the realm of rape and rape-related pregnancies, women are the ones who must carry the pregnancy or the ones who undergo an abortion. They are also the ones who form a biological connection with their unborn child and, yet, may place their child for adoption. These are burdens only women bear. Women should never feel forced to have an abortion, forced to place their child for adoption, or forced to raise their child with the man who raped them. Such things are appalling. If legislation is not promulgated to protect women, they are forced to do these things.

C. Concluding Remarks on Proposed Legislation

Our system does not function with perfection; not in the realm of criminal law, family law, or any other type of law. The risk that the innocent will be punished and the guilty will go free always exists. Legislation cannot be formulated to ensure that an innocent father always maintains his parental rights. Legislation also cannot be formulated to ensure that a rape victim never has to raise her child with the man who raped her. As a society, we live with this imperfection, but it should not stop the law from searching for the optimal level of justice. Further, having legislation in place to terminate a rapist’s parental rights recognizes a woman’s right in our society to choose to keep her baby, even if it is a result of rape. Moreover, such legislation demonstrates that we recognize rape as the heinous crime it is and if a woman is raped we will do what we can to protect her from further torment at the hands of her attacker. Such legislation is possible; while it may not be perfect, the proposed legislation properly balances the interests of the accused while providing protection to rape victims.

VIII. Conclusion

Women do become pregnant as a result of rape. These women, just like other women, must have the real choice to carry their pregnancy to term, place their child for adoption, or keep and raise their child. Absent some form of protection, a rape victim is stripped of such choice—she must either have an abortion or take the risk that the rapist will become part of her life again. If she places the child for adoption, she risks that she will have to give notice to the rapist and obtain his consent. If she keeps the child, she faces the possibility that she will have to raise her child with the man who raped her.

Courts are not likely to independently terminate a rapist father’s parental rights and provide needed protection to rape victims. Thus, for a woman to feel free to keep and raise her rape-conceived child, legislation must be enacted. For legislation to be effective, it must not require the rapist be convicted of rape, it must terminate all of a rapist’s parental rights, and it must cabin the discretion of judges.

Some states have promulgated legislation that attempts to protect rape victims; unfortunately, the majority of this legislation does not provide true protection to rape victims. Therefore, as of now, the majority of women who become pregnant as a result of rape are faced with the possibility that, if they carry their pregnancy to term and keep their child, they may have to raise their child with the man who raped them.

Not only should a woman feel free to keep and raise her rape-conceived child, but no man should have rights to a child conceived by his heinous, criminal, and violent act. While parental rights are fundamental, they are not absolute. In the majority of states, if a rape victim keeps and raises her child, the rapist father has all of the same rights as any other father. This is unacceptable and even uncivilized.